Exportable Reports
← Reports & Data Analysis

eLumen contains several exportable reports that provide helpful information and useful tools for use outside of the eLumen software. To run a report go to the Reports section and the Available Reports tab unless otherwise listed. To find previously generated reports, click on the Documents Library tab.

*Note: The list of reports can be rearranged by dragging and dropping reports.*

**SLO Lists**

ISLO/PSLO Summary Map by Course/Context - Provides the number of CSLOs mapped to either ISLOs or PSLOs for each course/context.

SLO Presentation - Provides a simple list of ISLOs, PSLOs, and CSLOs.

**Assessment Participation**

Course Statistics and Evidence - Provides mastery levels for each course on each SLO.

Institutional Statistics - Provides number of courses, contexts, credentials, and GE courses with assessments and action plans for the whole institute.

**SLO Outcomes**

Course Statistics and Evidence - Provides number of courses with SLOs, assessments, and action plans for a program

SLO Performance - Provides student counts for mastery levels of PSLOs or ISLOs broken down by term and organizational and student descriptors

SLO Performance - Overall - Provides student counts for mastery levels of PSLOs or ISLOs

SLO Performance - with Courses - Provides student counts for mastery levels of PSLOs or ISLOs broken down by course

SLO Performance - Overall with Courses - Provides student counts for mastery levels of PSLOs or ISLOs and broken down by course

SLO Performance - By Dept, Course, CSLO - Provides student counts for mastery levels of CSLOs broken down by term
Assessment Results - Provides student counts for mastery levels and scale scores for the SLOs and any criteria assessed by a single assessment both overall and by term for each course. This report is attached to each assessment and assessment distribution found in the Initiatives section, under the Assessments tab, and in either of Assessment Library and Assessment Results subsections.

Continuous Improvement

Budget Report for Action Plan - Provides a list of effective and ineffective actions and the number of resource requests and the amount of resources requested for each Action in a single Action Plan

Strategic Initiative - Provides either a 5 column or nested view of the data in a Strategic Initiative. This report is attached to each Strategic Initiative found in the Initiatives section under the Initiatives tab.

Faculty Only Reports

Blank Rubric - Provides a blank rubric of an assessment without student names. This report is found in the Rubric View while scoring an assessment.

Completed Rubric - Provides a complete scoring of an assessment for a single student. This report is found in the Rubric View while scoring an assessment.

Blank Scorecard - Provides a blank scorecard of an assessment with the section roster and space to fill in student scores. This report is found in the Scorecard View while scoring an assessment.

Completed Scorecard - Provides a scorecard with all available scoring of an assessment for the section's roster. This report is found in the Scorecard View while scoring an assessment.

SLO by Term - Provides student counts for mastery levels and scale scores for the SLOs

Faculty SLO by Course - Provides student counts or per student scores for mastery levels and scale scores for the SLOs